Public Thinking/Public Health Practicum: by Scenario and Theme

**Back to the Roots**

**Organizing Principles**
- (6) Global Citizenship
- (17) Education and Values
- (21) Fair Trade
- (22) Sustainable Design
- (27) Big-Picture Health Information
- (28) Whole Cost
- (29) Indicators
- (30) Public Agenda
- (35) Media Literacy
- (37) Citizen Science

**Enabling Systems**
- (47) Meaningful Maps
- (55) Indigenous Media
- (57) Intermediate Technologies

**Policy**
- (74) Positive Health Information

**Collaboration**
- (91) Citizen Journalism

**Community and Organizational Building**
- (98) Informal Learning Groups
- (102) Community Animators

**Self Representation**
- (114) The Power of Story

**Projects**
- (122) Community Inquiry

**Tactics**
- (131) Tactical Media
- (134) Activist Road Trip
BPA

Theory
(1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
(6) Global Citizenship
(10) Collective Decision-Making
(17) Education and Values
(19) Transforming Institutions
(22) Sustainable Design
(28) Whole Cost
(29) Indicators
(30) Public Agenda
(33) Opportunity Spaces
(35) Media Literacy
(37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
(54) Mutual Help Medical Websites
(57) Intermediate Technologies

Policy
(69) Equal Access to Justice
(74) Positive Health Information

Collaboration
(83) Voices of the Unheard
(86) Strategic Frame
(90) Service-Learning

Tactics
(131) Tactical Media
Changing Societies View of Midwifery

Organizing Principles
(11) Memory and Responsibility
(17) Education and Values
(19) Transforming Institutions
(24) Spiritually Grounded Activism
(25) Cyberpower
(27) Big-Picture Health Information
(29) Indicators
(37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
(54) Mutual Help Medical Websites

Policy
(74) Positive Health Information

Collaboration
(83) Voices of the Unheard
(85) Civic Capabilities
(88) Future Design
(89) Experimental School
(97) Community Building Journalism

Community and Organizational Building
(98) Informal Learning Groups

Self Representation
(114) The Power of Story

Tactics
(131) Tactical Media
Chernobyl Files

Theory
   (1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
   (6) Global Citizenship
   (8) Social Responsibility
   (11) Memory and Responsibility
   (14) Demystification and Reenchantment
   (18) Dematerialization
   (19) Transforming Institutions
   (20) Teaching to Transgress
   (22) Sustainable Design
   (27) Big-Picture Health Information
   (28) Whole Cost
   (33) Opportunity Spaces
   (35) Media Literacy
   (37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
   (47) Meaningful Maps
   (58) Durable Assets

Policy
   (69) Equal Access to Justice
   (78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

Collaboration
   (83) Voices of the Unheard
   (85) Civic Capabilities
   (91) Citizen Journalism
   (93) Citizen Diplomacy

Self Representation
   (106) Self-Designed Development
   (114) The Power of Story

Projects
   (128) Power Research

Tactics
   (131) Tactical Media
## Genetically Modified Foods

### Theory
1. Civic Intelligence

### Organizing Principles
8. Social Responsibility
13. Back to the Roots
17. Education and Values
19. Transforming Institutions
20. Teaching to Transgress
21. Fair Trade
22. Sustainable Design
27. Big-Picture Health Information
28. Whole Cost
30. Public Agenda
33. Opportunity Spaces

### Enabling Systems
47. Meaningful Maps
59. Public Library

### Policy
64. Transparency
69. Equal Access to Justice

### Collaboration
83. Voices of the Unheard
88. Future Design
91. Citizen Journalism

### Self Representation
108. Appropriating Technology

### Projects
122. Community Inquiry
HPV Vaccines

Theory
(1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
(8) Social Responsibility
(10) Collective Decision-Making
(14) Demystification and Reenchantment
(17) Education and Values
(19) Transforming Institutions
(27) Big-Picture Health Information
(29) Indicators
(30) Public Agenda
(35) Media Literacy
(37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
(47) Meaningful Maps
(54) Mutual Help Medical Websites

Policy
(74) Positive Health Information
(78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

Collaboration
(89) Experimental School
(91) Citizen Journalism
(95) Patient Access to Medical Records

Self Representation
(105) Self-Help Groups
(108) Appropriating Technology

Projects
(122) Community Inquiry
Mold/Indoor Air Quality

**Theory**
- (1) Civic Intelligence
- (3) The Good Life

**Organizing Principles**
- (8) Social Responsibility
- (17) Education and Values
- (19) Transforming Institutions
- (22) Sustainable Design
- (27) Big-Picture Health Information
- (29) Indicators
- (30) Public Agenda
- (34) Strategic Capacity
- (37) Citizen Science

**Enabling Systems**
- (47) Meaningful Maps
- (57) Intermediate Technologies
- (59) Public Library
- (62) Online Community Service Engine

**Policy**
- (74) Positive Health Information
- (78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

**Collaboration**
- (88) Future Design
- (97) Community Building Journalism

**Community and Organizational Building**
- (98) Informal Learning Groups

**Self Representation**
- (105) Self-Help Groups

**Projects**
- (118) Thinking Communities
- (122) Community Inquiry
Project Access: Donated Healthcare

Theory
(1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
(8) Social Responsibility
(10) Collective Decision-Making
(22) Sustainable Design
(24) Spiritually Grounded Activism
(25) Cyberpower
(27) Big-Picture Health Information
(28) Whole Cost
(29) Indicators
(34) Strategic Capacity
(36) Participatory Design

Enabling Systems
(57) Intermediate Technologies
(61) Community Networks

Policy
(74) Positive Health Information

Collaboration
(83) Voices of the Unheard
(85) Civic Capabilities
(90) Service-Learning
(91) Citizen Journalism
(95) Patient Access to Medical Records

Self Representation
(105) Self-Help Groups
(106) Self-Designed Development
(108) Appropriating Technology
(114) The Power of Story
(116) Everyday Heroism

Projects
(122) Community Inquiry
Response to AIDS Outbreak

Theory
(1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
(6) Global Citizenship
(8) Social Responsibility
(10) Collective Decision-Making
(13) Back to the Roots
(14) Demystification and Reenchantment
(17) Education and Values
(19) Transforming Institutions
(23) Anti-Racism
(24) Spiritually Grounded Activism
(27) Big-Picture Health Information
(28) Whole Cost
(30) Public Agenda
(34) Strategic Capacity
(35) Media Literacy
(37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
(47) Meaningful Maps
(54) Mutual Help Medical Websites
(57) Intermediate Technologies
(59) Public Library
(61) Community Networks
(62) Online Community Service Engine

Policy
(74) Positive Health Information
(78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

Collaboration
(83) Voices of the Unheard
(85) Civic Capabilities
(88) Future Design
(93) Citizen Diplomacy
(95) Patient Access to Medical Records

Community and Organizational Building
(98) Informal Learning Groups

Self Representation
(105) Self-Help Groups
(108) Appropriating Technology
(116) Everyday Heroism
The Aging Population

Theory
(3) The Good Life

Organizing Principles
(8) Social Responsibility
(10) Collective Decision-Making
(14) Demystification and Reenchantment
(22) Sustainable Design
(36) Participatory Design

Enabling Systems
(45) Open Action and Research Network

Policy
(78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

Collaboration
(82) Wholesome Design for Wicked Problems
(90) Service-Learning
(91) Citizen Journalism

Community and Organizational Building
(102) Community Animators

Self Representation
(105) Self-Help Groups

Projects
(119) Great Good Place
(122) Community Inquiry
Transforming Institutions: Microfinance

Theory
(3) The Good Life

Organizing Principles
(8) Social Responsibility
(17) Education and Values
(19) Transforming Institutions
(21) Fair Trade
(22) Sustainable Design
(25) Cyberpower
(28) Whole Cost
(34) Strategic Capacity

Enabling Systems
(47) Meaningful Maps
(57) Intermediate Technologies
(58) Durable Assets
(61) Community Networks
(62) Online Community Service Engine

Collaboration
(83) Voices of the Unheard
(86) Strategic Frame
(88) Future Design
(90) Service-Learning

Community and Organizational Building
(102) Community Animators
(103) Online Anti-Poverty Community

Self Representation
(105) Self-Help Groups
(114) The Power of Story
(116) Everyday Heroism

Projects
(118) Thinking Communities
(122) Community Inquiry

Tactics
(134) Activist Road Trip
Vacination Exemption

Theory
(1) Civic Intelligence

Organizing Principles
(6) Global Citizenship
(17) Education and Values
(27) Big-Picture Health Information
(37) Citizen Science

Enabling Systems
(47) Meaningful Maps
(54) Mutual Help Medical Websites
(62) Online Community Service Engine

Policy
(74) Positive Health Information
(78) Grassroots Public Policy Development

Collaboration
(86) Strategic Frame
(90) Service-Learning
(91) Citizen Journalism
(95) Patient Access to Medical Records

Community and Organizational Building
(98) Informal Learning Groups

Projects
(122) Community Inquiry
(128) Power Research